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Date: August 14, 2011
Location: Hatchet Landing, Cave-in-Rock Illinois
Commentators: Kevin Gill, Shaggy 2 Dope

This is what you get for saying you’ll review almost anything. This is
Juggalo Championship Wrestling, which is the Insane Clown Posse’s
company. If you don’t know who they are, they’re a band who dresses like
clowns and are incredibly controversial for their lyrics and all that
jazz. They’re also huge wrestling fans and got into both the WWF and WCW
on their star power. They wrestled some matches and it became clear they
had the talent of your average backyard wrestler. Naturally WCW had plans
on making one of them Cruiserweight Champion because that’s what WCW
does.

Now one thing to note: there are actual wrestlers here. It isn’t just ICP
and their friends having bad matches. There are names on here like Rhyno,
Raven, Nick Dinsmore (Eugene), X-Pac and Vampiro. Also I have no idea who
any of these musicians are, nor do I care to know. Other than that I have
no idea what to expect here. Let’s get to it.

Some guy in a JCW shirt comes out to open the show. Apparently his name
is Kevin Gill. He intros the show and the people are SILENT. The audio on
this show sucks so far. The main event is Corporal Robinson, who
apparently has been champion for about 40% of the company’s existence,
defending against Vampiro. He introduces his broadcasting partners and
the audio gets a lot louder.

A DJ plays some music.

Shaggy goes to the back to see about some of the audio issues.

Apparently all of the fans are called ninjas.
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Bill Martel vs. The Man of 1000 Gimmicks

The name graphics are backwards at first. The announcers keep talking
over the ring announcer. Martel is the Superstar, so you can tell he’s
important. The Man of 1000 Gimmicks is looking like a pimp here. From
what I can find on the internet, his name is Sal so we’ll go with that.
Apparently Sal lost a loser leaves town match a few weeks/months ago but
put on a mask and won a match to get back on this show.

Bill slaps him to start but gets slapped right back. Sal takes him to the
mat and hits a low dropkick to the head before pulling out….a
marshmallow? Oh it was a tampon which he puts in Bill’s mouth. How long
is this show again? Martel takes him down again and the audio screws up
again. Martel misses a middle rope elbow and Sal clotheslines him down
for two. They head to the corner with Sal hitting a tornado DDT and
rolling through into a spinning fisherman’s neckbreaker for two. Martel
gets a rollup out of nowhere for the pin. This should have been a dark
match.

We recap the next tag match. Weed Man (exactly what it sounds like) lost
a match to Officer Colt Cabana and had to become Cabana’s deputy. Weed
Man wasn’t happy with it and had to help Cabana go after 2 Tuff Tony who
is an alcoholic. Finally the drug addict turned on the cop and helped the
alcoholic. Cabana brought in US Marshall Adam Pearce and we’ve got a tag
match, albeit with Pearce/Cabana vs. Tony and a mystery partner.

The announcers talk but we hear music.

Adam Pearce/Colt Cabana vs. 2 Tuff Tony/???

Commentary is back now but the theme music is still drowning it out. The
camera stays on the commentators as we can hear stuff going on in the
ring. Even Shaggy and Kevin are asking why they’re being shown.
Apparently the show didn’t get going until sometime between 1:30 and
3:30am. No wonder the fans aren’t caring that much. After Tony gives the
fans liquor for a few minutes, Weed Man runs in and says he’s the partner
of Tony. That’s not exactly shocking given the story. He takes his mask
off which is a big deal apparently but it doesn’t get a big reaction. No
one knows who he is so what was the point?



Tony and Cabana start things off with Tony controlling the arm early on.
Off to Weed Man who stays on the arm while the announcers say he looks
like a typical stoner. Cabana punches him down and it’s off to Pearce
with a top rope splash for two. Weed Man does a Flair Flip in the corner
and is clotheslined off the apron. Cabana rams Weed Man into the steps
and Weed Man is busted.

Pearce works on the cut and does the clap non-tag to Cabana. A sunset
flip gets two for Weed and we’re already at the main issue with this
show: the wrestling is ok at its very best. Weed Man isn’t that good and
he’s doing nothing but basics. Anyway it’s off to Pearce as the beating
continues. Oh wait let’s look at the commentators again. Pearce goes up
and gets crotched and superplexed down.

There’s the hot tag to Tony who cleans house as the announcers make gay
jokes about Cabana. Tony hits a kick to the face of Pearce for two and a
Lionsault to Cabana gets no cover. Instead of covering, Tony covers his
hand in alcohol and tries to light it on fire, but Pearce throws a fire
extinguisher at it. Cabana hits Tony with a nightstick for two as Weed
Man dives through the ropes onto Pearce. Tony trips Cabana down and a
double stomp from Weed Man gets the pin.

Rating: D+. This was one of the main events? If that’s the case this show
is in big trouble. This was a run of the mill tag match and not a lot
came from it. Cabana and Pearce are talented guys but they need something
better than these two for opponents to have a good match. I get that Weed
Man and Tony are popular, but they’re not that talented. That’s one of
the mistakes ECW made: they would have guys in there to pop the live
crowd but it did nothing for the masses. Now that being said, this is a
far different kind of company than ECW was so it’s a lot more
understandable here.

Cabana arrests Weed Man for taking his mask off. A guy who is apparently
the owner of the land this show is happening on says Cabana has no
authority here because it’s private property. Weed Man has to be uncuffed
and security comes out remove Cabana who shouts about Rodney King. Tony
and Weed Man celebrate with the fans.



We recap Zach Gowen vs. Eugene. Gowen has one leg and Eugene (spelled U-
Gene here for the sake of copyright infringement but I’m calling him
Eugene because it really makes no difference) was really protective of
him. Eugene tried to use brass knuckles to win the tag titles but Gowen
didn’t want them that way. Eugene was offended and turned on him, setting
up this match. Simple story and that’s fine.

U-Gene vs. Zach Gowen

Eugene takes the only leg out but Gowen can fight well on the mat and
escapes. Eugene keeps asking for a test of strength but Gowen will have
none of that. Back to the mat but Gowen kicks him to the floor. Eugene is
doing his best known gimmick to make this a battle of the handicapped.
Back in and Gowen gets down in a crouch which freaks Eugene out. Gowen is
very quick on the mat so Eugene gets on top of him. A dropkick puts
Eugene on the floor and he’s getting very frustrated. He seems to be the
heel here.

Back in and Gowen is slammed into the mat for two and it’s off to a
chinlock. Eugene uses the classic invisible foreign object to pound away.
The commentators debate what country the object is from and continue to
get on my nerves. Eugene puts on a half crab, which may be a full crab in
Gowen’s case, followed by a giant swing. Eugene loads up what looks like
a Samoan Drop off the middle rope but Gowen escapes into a powerbomb for
no cover.

A Blockbuster gets two for Gowen but Eugene comes back with an airplane
spin. Given that it’s an airplane spin, we get the required ref bump as
Gowen is being spun around. Gowen takes Eugene down and this a moonsault
but there’s no ref. As Zach wakes the referee up, Eugene blasts Gowen
with the foreign object for the pin.

Rating: C. Not bad here as it’s amazing what you do when you get seasons
pros in the ring. Eugene was always talented and he could make the
gimmick work well as he tweaked it enough to make it different at
different times. When you take Gowen out of the main event scene of WWE
PPVs, he’s a lot less annoying. Decent match here which is probably going
to be the high point.



The referee sees the object and reverses the decision. Eugene snaps and
destroys Gowen with Gowen’s cane. The referee was busted open in there
somewhere too.

The announcers talk about what we just saw.

We recap Richie Boy Breyer Wellington vs. his Butler Geeves. Wellington
was going to try to steal the world title but Geeves wound up sneaking in
and taking it. 2 Tuff Tony won the belt before Geeves could lay down for
Wellington so Wellington and his manager Truth Martini brought in Geeves’
wife Mrs. Geeves before the match tonight. Tonight, the winner gets Mrs.
Geeves and the loser has to fight Tank Abbott for five minutes.

Breyer Wellington vs. Butler Geeves

Geeves looks like a Chippendale dancer. We stall to start and look at the
announcers a bit who are talking about moon bounce houses. No contact for
the first 45 seconds or so. Geeves works on the arm but gets sent to the
mat by Wellington to escape. Wellington puts on a headlock as the ring
seems a lot louder now for some reason. The announcers keep up a joke
about Geeves learning to wrestle online which is beaten into the ground a
few minutes into the match.

The guys in the ring are doing nothing beyond basics so far. A butterfly
suplex gets two for Wellington and it’s off to a surfboard hold on
Geeves. Wellington hits a Backstabber for two. At least I think it was
two, as we were looking at the announcers again. Geeves makes a comeback
and grabs a rollup for two but walks into a modified Cradle Shock
(Sabin’s AA move) for two. Some chick comes out and flashes Wellington,
giving Geeves a rollup for the pin.

Rating: D. This was really dull and the comeback came so fast that there
wasn’t a chance for the crowd to get into it. The girl I guess is
replacing Mrs. Geeves for her husband, but he gets them both due to the
stipulations. That’s not a bad way to go and I guess now we get the Tank
Abbott stuff. Pretty terrible match though.

Geeves says he doesn’t want his wife’s services anymore in a pretty
decent promo.



No Abbott stuff for the moment.

Here’s Commissioner Violent J. He plays to the crowd a bit and the fans
chant Bruce (his real name). As with everything else tonight, you can
barely understand him. He says not to review the show if you’re not
observing them. That clears me I guess. Apparently only Juggalos can
review these shows. I’m out then. He talks about what you should do and
this goes nowhere. We get a King Kong Bundy reference for no apparent
reason.

J talks about a guy who is here after not being around for awhile. The
fans chant for Evil Dead, who was a corpse that won the first JCW
Championship. He had a big advantage because he was death and therefore
couldn’t feel pain. More on that later. Evil Dead is the first inductee
into the JCW Hall of Fame, and there is no truth to the speculation that
it’s just J’s brother in a rubber mask.

Evil Dead comes out and falls down the ramp because he doesn’t have many
leg muscles left. He has a note in his hand as he stands on the middle
rope. J reads his speech which talks about eating people. Dead falls off
the ropes, gets tied up in the ropes, falls to the floor, and finally
leaves with J. This ran 13 minutes, or longer than all but one match
tonight.

The announcers talk a lot more. This must be an intermission of some
kind.

Tag Titles: Ring Rydas vs. Tracy Smothers/Bull Pain vs. Necro Butcher/Mad
Man Pondo vs. Raven/Sexy Slim Goody

The Rydas are the champions and are known as Ring Ryda Red and Ring Ryda
Blue. They’re masked and are also known as the Irish Airborne, mainly
from ROH. The ring is WAY too small for eight people. Raven and Smothers
start things off and we start with dancing. Before there’s any contact
it’s off to Slim, who is a big fat guy who may or may not be gay.
Smothers keeps falling down without any contact being made. Pain comes in
and twists Slim’s nipples to start things off.

Bull Pain pounds on Slim as the announcers crack jokes about whatever



they think of. A reverse DDT puts Slim down for no cover for Pain. Pain
looks like a shorter Albert from his piercing days. The Rydas get on
Pain’s nerves and draw him into their corner so Red comes in to pound on
Slim. The Rydas are small guys so the size difference is jarring.

Off to Blue vs. Necro with Blue speeding things up and hitting a running
knee to the face. Blue goes up but jumps into an uppercut. Off to Pondo
who hits a kind of piledriver onto a chair that is in the ring out of
nowhere. Things break down a bit and it’s off to Necro vs. Smothers.
Necro chops away in the corner and Pain starts beating on everyone with a
bat or a pipe or whatever it is.

Tracy comes in and Necro sets for a tiger driver, but Tracy’s
daughter/sister (forget it people, it’s JCW) Isabelle comes in to break
it up. Pain walks out on Smothers for some reason and Tracy follows. Red
breaks up a DDT on Pondo from Raven and heads up. In a pretty awesome
looking finish, Red gets shoved off the top by Goody into the DDT from
Raven who hits it perfectly for the pin and the titles.

Rating: D+. This was a bit of a mess because there were too many people
and too much stuff going on out there at once. The ending was pretty
awesome looking though as Red looked dead after that DDT. I have no idea
why Raven and Slim are together but it’s Raven so it’s not a big deal at
all.

And now the feed goes off for a bit. It wouldn’t feel right if that
didn’t happen.

We recap Rhyno vs. Kongo Kong which is basically a battle of monsters
colliding. It’s No DQ either.

Rhyno vs. Kongo Kong

No countout or DQ. Apparently Kongo has lost over 90lbs since the video
was made because he’s billed as 410lbs here and was said to be over
500lbs in the video. Kong is a savage or something close to one. Kong
immediately clotheslines him down but Rhyno pops back up. Rhyno hits a
decent belly to belly given how fat Kong is but Kong pops back up. Kong
misses a charge and flips over the top rope to the floor in a surprising



display of balance.

Rhyno dives onto Kong but loses a slugout on the floor. Back in and the
fat man (Kongo if you’re not familiar with Rhyno, which makes me wonder
why you’re reading this) pounds away and we get the required nerve hold.
Rhyno Hulks Up and finally knocks Kong down with shoulders. The Gore
hits….for two? I didn’t see that coming. A second Gore again only gets
two but the third one hits the buckle, giving Kongo a rollup win out of
nowhere.

Rating: D. Kong is a big guy but there’s nothing more to him than that.
Also, why would you have a monster come off looking like he can only win
on a fluke? Kicking out of two Gores was a nice surprise as the Gore is a
very famous finisher. This was short which helped a bit but it didn’t
work that well due to Kong being unable to do much.

We recap the women’s three way. There’s something about training and
throwing in a towel and I really don’t care.

Brittany Force vs. Amber O’Neal vs. Ring Girl Randy

Amber is billed as being from Heaven. That’s kind of awesome. The
announcers say they hope it turns into lesbianism. Well why bother to
just hint at it I guess? Anyway Amber tries to leave but the other two
pull her back in and beat her to the floor. Randy hits a Samoan Drop on
Force to send Brittany to the floor, followed by a big dive to take
Brittany out. Amber sends Randy into the post so let’s look at the
announcers.

Back in and Brittany grabs a fast rollup for two on Amber but gets caught
in a running Umaga attack in the corner. Amber knocks everyone down and
hits a bad X Factor on Force for two. Force gets two off something we
missed because we were looking at the commentators. Randy keeps getting
beaten up as she tries to get back in. Amber chokes Brittany over the
ropes while in a rana position and Randy is back in.

Scratch that as she’s already back out. Amber puts a chinlock on Force
for about 10 seconds, followed by a Stink Face. Force avoids a charge and
hits a Downward Spiral on Amber and Randy finally gets back in. A facejam



from Force gets two on Amber, but Randy comes in and hits a reverse DDT
on Force for the surprise win.

Rating: D+. This was your usual three way with the person who looked to
be losing the entire time coming out of nowhere for the surprise pin.
That’s always annoying as it’s such a played out idea that as soon as
Randy kept getting knocked to the floor I knew she was going to win.
Nothing to see here but Amber is good looking so it helps.

X-Pac vs. Luke Gallows vs. Rob Conway

The winner gets a contract, even though Conway already has one. Fast
paced opening here with no one being able to get an advantage. Conway is
sent to the floor and Gallows is knocked out as well, followed by Pac
with a big dive. Conway crotches Pac on the platform the ring is on which
gets two back in the ring. Now we get to the usual turning point of a
triple threat: the fight between the heels (?) that want to pin the guy
who is down.

Gallows kills Conway with a chokeslam but Pac kicks Gallows down. Luke
kicks Pac in the face in the corner but misses a middle rope elbow.
Conway puts a sleeper on Gallows but they both fall to the floor. The
sleeper wasn’t broken though and Gallows is put to sleep. Conway goes
back in to try to do the same to Pac but X-Pac rolls him up for the pin.

Rating: D+. This wasn’t terrible but it just came and went. Gallows is as
generic of a big man as you can get and Conway is just there, which is
why he’s an OVW legend and not much else. The match was as typical of a
three way as you could ever ask for. Nothing special at all here though,
which might as well be the name of the show.

We recap Corporal Robinson vs. Vampiro. They were friends, Vampiro came
into the ring when Robinson won his fourth title and kicked Robinson’s
head off. This is something about Robinson proving himself, despite
having two title reigns that have gone over two years already. Robinson
says this is his life, unlike Vampiro where it’s like the fourth biggest
thing on his list. Vampiro says that’s exactly like ICP and they’re doing
fine. Both of these guys are in the Juggalo World Order which is the big
stable which hasn’t been mentioned until this promo.



JCW World Title: Corporal Robinson vs. Vampiro

Robinson is defending if that wasn’t clear. They shake hands to start and
finally lock up. Before anything can get going, here’s Evil Dead for no
apparent reason. He gets in the ring and drills the referee as the other
two guys get in each others’ faces. Evil Dead DDTs both guys and leaves.
This is happening…..why exactly?

Robinson and Vampiro slug it out from their knees which takes a good
while. Robinson shoulders him down but gets kicked in the face a second
later to give Vampiro control again. Robinson comes back again and tries
his finisher called Boot Camp (cobra clutch legsweep) but Vampiro
escapes. A neckbreaker gets two for the champion as does a superkick from
Vampiro. Vampiro’s chokeslam is broken up and apparently it’s almost
5:00am. Good grief.

A tornado DDT gets two for Robinson as they’re in the problem most indy
matches have: they have no idea how to tell a story in the ring and it’s
just a string of moves with nothing between them. Vampiro flips off the
fans to go heel I guess, and walks into a dragon screw leg whip for his
efforts. Robinson puts on a quick leglock but Vamp gets to a rope. The
Corporal brings in a chair but Vampiro kicks his knee out just in time.

Vampiro loads up something off the top but gets pulled down into a Tree
of Woe. We get the Tommy Dreamer running dropkick into the chair into the
guy in the Tree of Woe’s face for two. Vampiro comes back with a kind of
Van Daminator and Robinson is busted open. It’s table time now because
what would a main event be without one of those? Off to a chinlock by
Vampiro so he can bite the cut a bit.

The table is set up in the corner and Vampiro goes after the cut on
Robinson’s head. Robinson is sent face first into the chair but Vampiro
walks around too much and gets suplexed down for two. Robinson goes up
but misses a legdrop to bring things to a halt again. Chokeslam from
Vampiro gets two, followed by a Robinson powerbomb and Boot Camp for the
pin to retain. The table was never used.

Rating: C-. This went WAY too long which brings it down a bit. Somehow
this match was almost twenty minutes long and about four minutes of that



was spent on laying around. I have no idea what the point of Evil Dead
was but it came and went and didn’t change anything. Not a terrible match
or anything and it was fine for a main event on a show of this caliber.

The locker room comes out to celebrate with Robinson as Vampiro leaves.
He finally comes back to celebrate to end the show.

Overall Rating: D. This certainly wasn’t the worst show I’ve ever seen
but it’s nothing I’d ever want to see more of. JCW started off as
basically a parody of wrestling with things like the announcers saying
this match sucks so let’s watch a different one and then they would
actually change over to another match or the ICP declaring themselves the
winners because they own the company and they’ll fire anyone that beats
them. Instead this was just a run of the mill indy show with absolutely
nothing memorable or different at all. That being said, the show cost
five bucks so it’s really hard to complain.

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews


